DRIVING SALES DEMAND

Driving Domestic
Sales for Small
Accommodation
Providers

Nicola O’Riordan
Accommodation Development
Fáilte Ireland

Housekeeping
▪

Enter questions throughout
the webinar via the Questions
panel on the right.
We will do our best to answer
as many as we can during
the live Q&A at the end.

▪

Follow-up will include
a link to the recording and
slides

Joined today by

Julie O’Brien
Experience
•

25 years experience in the tourism and hospitality industry

•

Tourism product development and commercial expert

•

Extensive experience of working with diverse accommodation providers
including hotels, guest houses, self-catering, hostels, caravan, camping
and glamping.

Fáilte Ireland Supports
https://covid19.failteireland.ie

What we will cover
KEY to success of achieving 2021 domestic bookings
Latest insights into the domestic customer & markets
Know how to play to your strengths and position your accommodation
business to suit the needs of the domestic visitor.
Pitching and selling offers from the customer’s perspective
Emphasising value and the management of pricing for customers
Tips to drive 2021 sales
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Tips for winning low and shoulder season business 2021/2022
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The ‘asks’ post this session

Today’s Outcome
• Get an overview of the different types of domestic consumer that are priority targets for
2021 and be able to analyse the requirements of different types of guests.
• Know how to play to your strengths and position your accommodation business to suit the
needs of the domestic visitor.
• Learn how to untap other potential guests by considering small changes that you could make
in your business to make it more attractive to those looking for specific product types, for
example pet-friendly, golf, adventure, local food, etc.
• Optimise increased sales with top tips to market and sell to reach existing and new business.
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Key to success of
achieving 2021
Domestic Bookings

Pathway for achieving 2021 bookings

Enabling the
customer to identify
that they are your =
MATCH

Knowing which
customers are a
MATCH for your
accommodation

Offline & online
communications that
are mindful of Fáilte
Ireland consumer
insights

Addressing their
interests, needs
& budgets

•
•
•

Ensuring that your
inventory is OPEN
and available for
sale across all
sales channels.
+ Being proactive
about achieving
sales

Covid-19 Safety
Charter:
key for
reassurance

Adopting a PROACTIVE can-do approach
Knowing that INPUT = OUTCOME
Putting your energy into achieve REAL results | revenue generation

Showing the
customer ALL of
the advantages of
staying in your
accommodation

Selling and Marketing Destinations
Taking Individual
Responsibility

Taking Collective
Responsibility

Knowing how to lean on
and benefit from resources

Stepwise
Growth &
Success
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Latest Insights into
the Domestic
Customer & Target
Markets for 2021

Fáilte Ireland
Consumer
Insights
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Consumer Insights
Jill de Azevedo |
Head of Consumer Planning & Insights
“Consumers are in a different place to where they were
last year […] it is all about tailoring product price and
messaging so you are ready […] to maximise
opportunities…”
https://covid19.failteireland.ie/business-supports/sales-andmarketing/webinar-consumer-insights-to-drive-domestic-demand-and-spend/

Our Task
To ensure that your accommodation offering INSPIRES & MOTIVATES customers to engage.
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Consumer Insights | what to watch out for
Target customer
groups. e.g.
family, +45s,
young adults

Needs, interests and
budgets within each
target customer
groups

Markets: ROI and NI

Opportunity
e.g. 4-night short
break stay

Target Markets
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Saleable experiences that match the needs, interests
and opportunities available via diverse domestic
target markets

1
Local on the
Doorstep Markets
50/100 KMs

2

3

4

Neighbouring
ROI counties

Distant ROI
counties

NI counties

Key

Key
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Target Markets
Mapping out a plan for overnight stays
▪ Doorstep:
▪ Day trippers
▪ Neighbouring ROI and NI counties

▪ Day trippers & short stay potential

▪ Distant ROI counties

▪ Short and long stay potential

▪ Distant ROI and NI counties

▪ 3-4 night and long stay potent

Understanding
the
opportunity

Maximising
the
opportunity

POLL 1
Have you actively engaged in winning
domestic customers in the past 2 years?
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Know how to play to your
strengths and position
your accommodation
business to suit the needs
of the domestic visitor

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Rather than selling accommodation to all domestic tourists, it is proven to be more successful
to adopt a targeted approach by
1

Identifying the customers that are a match for your accommodation offering
• Families
• Adults + 45
• Young adults

2

Identifying the specific interests, needs and nuances that your accommodation can cater for within your
chosen target customer groups
• For example: golfers, anglers, walkers, adventurers, pet owners, etc.
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To achieve the above, the accommodation owner should objectively review its business as follows:
i. The accommodation product offering
ii. Facilities offered by the accommodation
iii. The location
iv. Nearby amenities

Play to your accommodation's strengths |
the planning process
ii.

The accommodation product

Action | bullet point minimum 5 strong advantages offered by your accommodation. Example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large comfortable, recently refurbished bedrooms
Farm; serving seasonal produce and local artisan foods
Bilingual Irish and English-speaking family
Great views; coastal, rural, etc.
Welcoming touches like tea and homemade drizzle cake on arrival
Accommodation that offers clear value

iiii. Facilities offered by the accommodation

Action | note key facilities offered by your accommodation and what kind of customers would use
these. Example:
•
•
•
•
•

Storage facilities; for golfers, anglers, walkers, adventurers, etc.
Pet-friendly facilities; pet amenities including pet area, fenced area where the pet is free and safe
Playground facilities; to keep children occupied
A games room; to get adults and teenagers occupied
Leisure facilities; like mini-golf, etc.

Celebrating and sharing unique accommodation offerings

Accommodation provider that prizes artisan food produce
and cookery tips, recipes
Irish language
Full immersion to learn Irish
Learn a few words
Special talents
Music, Singing Sean Nós, Activities, Sports
Attracting customers who are a MATCH

Accommodation team that understands family needs.
Swings/slides for children

Giving customers
compelling reasons to
engage with your
business & destination

Play to your accommodation's strengths
the planning process

iii.
The location | rural, a village, a town, a city
iii
action | note minimum 5 selling points about your location. Example:
•
•
•

iv.
iv
•

Incredible views
Tranquillity
Within strolling distance of a village, a town, city

Nearby amenities
action | note. Example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great shopping | inc. farmers markets, curiosity stores
Local adventure providers| golf, fishing, kayaking, surfing, hiking, etc
Local visitor attractions | iconic and less well known
Great local beaches
Great food experiences | excellent ingredient provenance | slow food movement, etc.
Convenient to local cultural attractions
Local services that match the needs of target customers. For example
•
Transfer contacts for golfers, information on golf courses, quality golf pros (lessons), and golf shops
•
Vet contact numbers (for pet owners in case of emergencies)

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Using Anglers as an example | Things to consider

Storage
Facilities

Food and
Beverage

Managing
angler’s
needs

•

Offer a suitable secure facility with shelves, hangers, and wall hooks used for the drying and storage of fishing clothing, boots,
wellingtons and tackle.

•

The facility to be heated, well ventilated, and aerated.

•

Provide a separate fridge/freezer for the storage of fishing bait and fish caught.

•

Allow space for storage boxes for rods

•

Early full breakfast service available on request.

•

Consider offering a comprehensive packed lunch and picnics (additional cost).

•

Ensure that a member of the team can provide up to date information on local angling, conditions and methods, weather forecasts, etc.

•

Advise guests where to get details regarding current angling regulations and permits.

•

As part of the enquiry / booking process, provide details on local ghillies, tuition, licences and permits, boat hire, tackle and
bait suppliers. Offer directions to lakes and rivers in the area and consider providing maps also.
This information can be provided on your website.

•

Provide taxi / bus contact details for transfers to / from the lakes / rivers on request. Again, this can be provided on the business
website.

•

Request that guests provide information on their catches and feedback on their angling experience in a catch records / visitors’ book and
when leaving reviews online.

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Golfers | Things to consider

Storage
Facilities
Food and
Beverage

•

Provide a suitable secure facility with shelves, hangers, and wall hooks used for the drying and storage of outdoor gear, golf
equipment, etc.

•

The facility to be heated, well ventilated, and aerated.

•

Consider offering emergency rain gear.

•

Early full breakfast service available on request.

•

Consider offering a comprehensive packed lunch and picnics (additional cost).

•

Ensure that a member of the team can provide up to date information on local golf courses, golfing events, golf related activities /
amenities in the area i.e. driving range, Pitch & Putt, etc.

•

Provide details of the following on the business website:
•
Suppliers of transfers to / from the golf course for guests
•
Information on appropriate local golf courses and golf shops, including details of how to book tee times and equipment.
•
Ensure that the golf clubs mentioned welcome non-members.
•
Include a range of golf course types (links, parkland) where possible.
•
Local options for golfing tuition including local pro tutors.

•

As part of the accommodation booking process, prompt guests to book their tee times in advance of their visit.

•

Request that guests provide feedback on their golf experience when leaving reviews online.

Managing
golfer’s
needs

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Pet owners | Things to consider

• Suitable sleeping area for pets. This may be an outdoor facility e.g. kennels or a suitable indoor facility.
Pet-friendly
facilities

• Secure pet run / fenced area where pets can run and play.
• Pet washing facilities including bucket, hose and towel.
• Storage space for animal transportation crate / cage brought by owners.
• Access to refrigeration facilities on request.
• Consider offering emergency pet accessories (e.g. dog lead), toys / chew treats. These can be chargeable.

Pet-friendly
experience

• Provide feeding / water bowls and utensils for feeding purposes, which are cleaned and stored separately.
• Where animals are permitted to eat in the property, a protective feeding mat in place.
• Request that guests provide information on their pet-friendly experience when leaving reviews online.

Restricted
areas
Local
Information

• Designate common areas (e.g. sitting room in accommodation, games room in campsite, etc.) to be pet free for other guests as
appropriate, particularly in relation to allergies / phobias, etc.

• No pets to be allowed in areas where food is stored, served or prepared.
• Local veterinary and pet sitting / kennel facilities information to be available on request.
• Following each departure, all areas used by pets to be cleaned thoroughly to remove any evidence of them (including odours).

Hygiene

• Provide a scoop and disposal bags for waste. Where dogs are permitted access to grounds, a dedicated bin for waste disposal
available.

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Pet owners | inspiration for you?

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Food lovers | Things to consider

Food
Experience

In house food
& drinks
offering
Statutory
Requirement

•

Ensure that a member of the team can provide up to date information on local food producers (including those which offer tours or
on-site activities), food markets, restaurants, food festivals and cookery schools.

•

Consider offering artisan baking and traditional Irish Cooking demonstrations, with provision of a food tasting for all guest
participants.

•

Kitchen or a defined area to be available for guest cookery and practical demonstrations as appropriate.

•

Share some recipes with guests, either on the website or during their stay.

•

Update the business website to include some of the following:
•
Maps of local area with location of food producers to be available.
•
Details of local food markets, food trails and food in the area including cookery schools and local food producers.
•
Details of pubs and restaurants offering local specialities.
•
Recipes of speciality dishes

•

Include links to relevant local cookery schools on the business website and request reciprocal links on their online presence also.

•

Request that guests provide information and feedback on their food experience when leaving reviews online.

•

Menus for breakfast, afternoon tea and dinner and other food offerings to reflect local produce, with emphasis on food quality and
product seasonality.

•

Consider offering a comprehensive packed lunch and picnics (additional cost).

•

Artisan produced products to be available for purchase where appropriate.

•

Evidence of compliance with Food safety and HACCP in accordance with the FSAI guidelines.

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Adventure seekers | Things to consider
•

Provide a suitable secure facility with shelves, hangers, and wall hooks for drying and storage. Depending on the activities
undertaken by your guests, these facilities may be used for:
•
outdoor adventure clothing, boots, wellingtons
•
bicycles, surfboards, etc.

•

The facility to be heated, well ventilated, and aerated.

•

Consider offering emergency rain gear.

•

Early full breakfast service available, where appropriate to the guests’ activities.

•

Consider offering a comprehensive packed lunch and picnics (additional cost).

•

Ensure that a member of the team can provide up to date information on local adventure activities and relevant details.
Depending on the activities undertaken by your guests, this may include:
•
the best walk in the area, times, distances, suitability for the level of fitness, etc and local access information
•
specialist knowledge of flora and fauna in the area
•
details of local surf schools or popular beaches, etc.

•

Provide transport information to walks and amenities and pick up or contact details for the service on request. Have contact
details available for local walking guides and tours.
This information can be included on your website.

•

Include links to relevant local activity providers on your website and request reciprocal links on their online presence also.

•

First aid kit and spare walking sticks available, if required.
These to be cleaned and sanitised after each use.

•

Request that guests provide information and feedback on their experience when leaving reviews online.

Storage
Facilities

Food and
Beverage

Managing
adventurer’s
needs

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Farmhouse experience | Things to consider
Storage
Facilities

•

Provide a suitable secure facility with shelves, hangers, and wall hooks to dry farm gear and outdoor clothing.

•

The facility to be heated, well ventilated, and aerated.

Food and
Beverage

•

Consider offering a comprehensive packed lunch and picnics (additional cost).

•

Breakfast and lunch menus to reflect seasonality of produce with emphasis on food quality.

•

Offer at least one ‘learn to’ farm experience to be available subject to time of year, season, and safety considerations.
Consider offering ‘learn to’ holidays on the farm.

•

Consider providing a defined area close to farmyard to be available as ‘petting’ area for young children to view animals as
appropriate.

•

Offer safe, guided tours of working areas.

•

Nominate a person within the business who has knowledge of farming and related topics to be the ‘face’ of farm stays.

•

Provide details of local activities and events that guests may like to visit e.g. farmers markets, regional museums or
attractions, etc. This information can be included on the website.

•

Request that guests provide information and feedback on their farm stay experience when leaving reviews online.

Farmhouse
experience

Play to your accommodation's strengths
Gaeltacht experience | Things to consider

Food and
Beverage

Gaeltacht
experience

•

Menus to be provided in both the Irish and English languages.

•

Offer local specialties as well as focusing on food products from the local area.

•

Agree who will speak Irish to guests.

•

Can they provide informal language lessons to guests or have discussions about different phrases and words used in the area?

•

Consider adding a brief paragraph in Irish on the business website to highlight this.

•

Provide information and make bookings (if requested) with Irish-speaking local guides and tours.

•

Provide information on things to do and events in the local area, e.g. cultural and traditional music events, local craft
demonstrations and shops, markets, GAA games, etc.

•

Request that guests provide information and feedback on their Gaeltacht experience when leaving reviews online.

Play to your accommodation's strengths
the communication process
Once you have objectively assessed which customer segment/s and their associated interests and needs provide
the best match for your accommodation, drill down into your offering to ensure that you are ready to
•

Communicate that your accommodation is a match for your defined customer segments
• Via well-crafted text and well-chosen imagery
•

Plan
•
•
•

the following communications:
Verbal
Written: offline and online
Visual

•

so that the customer quickly and easily sees that your accommodation meets their requirements

• Delight your target customers during their stay by meeting their requirements
•

Generating positive word of mouth and repeat customers for the future
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Pitching and selling
offers from the
customer’s
perspective

Key reasons to choose your accommodation offering
1

• It is no longer about selling PRODUCT.
It is all about the EXPERIENCE within the destination context.

2

• Accommodation: welcoming place, ROOTED in the community.
Where you will be CARED for

3

• A place where you can rest assured while creating happy memories.
Covid-19 Safety Charter

4

• HUMAN touch. It is ALL about people.
Ability to meet customer needs.

Local Insight

Key

Leisure tourism is about giving customers REASONS to stay

Point of
Pitch

Your
business

MATCH

Your
recommendations

MATCH

Compelling Leisure Customers to
Engage | Book | Stay | Stay Longer

Referrals

Itinerary
recommendations
showing the
customer what can
be done over
multiple days

Partnerships

Celebrating what
your
accommodation
can offer

\

Giving customers compelling reasons to engage with your business & destination

Recommendations based
on LOCAL insight | offline
& online referrals

Management of Customer Bookings | recommendations
Dear Jane,
Thank you so much for your enquiry for 20th July X 2 nights. Please find below details
regarding the room you have requested […]. NB: highlight what your accommodation
offers for this customer type.
For your reference, I have also attached…
• Our recommendations for things to do and see during your family visit to […]. Rest
assured that we have tried and tested these and can confirm based on our experience
that they are much appreciated by adults and teenagers alike.
• In addition, we enclose a list of our top 10 special places… these are all within walking
distance of our accommodation and much loved by ourselves and everyone living in
this area.

Partnerships

Being proactive | who could you partner with?
NB: offline sales activity remains KEY
Local and national partners

Local partners: business referrals

Accommodation

Associations, societies, etc;
proactively winning business
Preferential pricing: local partners
(neighbourhood pricing)

Golf club?
Cookery school?
Activity provider?
Association? Society?

Seeing this trend in destinations | accommodation providers
Giving customers a REASON to stay | providing INCENTIVES to stay

Inspiration for your
accommodation?

https://www.thegrand.ie/en/FamilySeasideBreaks/

POLL 2
Are you proactive about creating
bookings and revenue generation for
your business via partnerships?

Covid-19
Safety Charter

Covid-19
Safety Charter

•

Providing visible reassurance that your accommodation can address
customer safety concerns & needs

•

Displaying the charter offline & online

•

Communications in line with tourism & hospitality
• An expression of care
• In keeping with what the accommodation experience stands for

•

Fáilte Ireland consumer insights
• The customer wants to be reassured
• If reassurance is not in place, the customer immediately notices,
causing anxiety

•

Once reassurance is in place
• Customer can establish a MATCH
• Facilitating the customer to making a booking

•

For further information
• https://www.failteireland.ie/apply-covid-19-safetycharter.aspx
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Emphasising VALUE and
the management of
pricing for customers

Price & Value for money
Fáilte Ireland
Insights
People want “bang
for buck”

“Simply highlighting the price means nothing.
It's like saying a €50,000 car is expensive,
without describing the car.”
Pól O’Conghaile

They want to know
they will have a
good time, without
feeling ripped off
https://www.independent.ie/life/travel/are-staycations-really-a-rip-off-the-10-factors-to-bear-inmind-when-calculating-the-real-value-of-a-holiday-in-ireland-40128684.html
https://www.independent.ie/life/travel/are-staycations-really-a-rip-off-the-10-factors-to-bear-in-

mind-when-calculating-the-real-value-of-a-holiday-in-ireland-40128684.html

Relationship | Price & Value for Money

PRODUCT

Correlation

PRICE

\

Price & bullet point the inclusions | to emphasise VALUE

Emphasise VALUE | price & bullet point inclusions

http://www.perryvillehouse.com/

Emphasise VALUE | price & bullet point inclusions

Managing Pricing and
Terms/Conditions for
Customers

Pricing | offering flexibility
Speaking to customers in Human Language
▪

Flexible Rates

▪

Book now:

▪
▪
▪

no deposit
cancel up to 24, 48, 72 hours before arrival

Pre-purchase Rates

▪

Book now: and receive XX discount

▪
▪

Incentive to book
Non refundable

▪

Stay longer rates | Incentivising with discounts

▪

Last minute deals | sell every last bed/space/site | special discounts/perks for last minute bookings

Policies and Driving Sales | clear instruction | human
language
Put kindness into communications; also for
cancellation policies | example

Cancellation
Policies

Looking after
LOYAL & REGULAR
customers

•

We understand that you may be concerned given the
rapidly changing information on travel restrictions and
cancelled or postponed public events

•

In light of these unchartered times, we are offering free
cancellation up to 3pm one day prior to arrival to nonprepaid bookings made at this time for your peace of mind

•

Not ready to book just yet? Just leave us your email
address and we will send you a link/communication where
you can pick up whenever you are ready….

Directly offering
flexibility

Winning eternal
GOODWILL
Full payment
options

NOTE: the purpose of this example is to highlight communications
regarding cancellation policies. Each business must define its own
cancellation terms and seek advice where necessary in this regard.
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Tips To Drive 2021
Sales

Multiple ways to grow revenue
Know to lean on no cost and lowcost solutions first.

Making small physical changes to
attract customers that are a match
for your accommodation.

Key Tools for Revenue Generation

Sales:
Proactive & Reactive
• Proactive: identifying & converting
leads
• Reactive: professional/friendly, swift
and thorough replies

Marketing:
Offline and Online

CRM/Database
Management

• Offline: local referral

• Recording where your bookings come
from: sales channels /markets
/customer segments etc.

• Online: website/social media/ezines
etc.

• Collating GDPR compliant data: repeat
potential customers = your family &
club

Discover Ireland Listing
https://www.failteireland.ie/Marketing-your-business/manage-your-listing.aspx

Ensure your Discover Ireland Listing is in Order

Ensure your Discover Ireland Listing is in Order
#keepdiscovering campaign: key for 2021
•

Create, edit or update your listing

•

Ensure the Visit Website and Book Now links are directing the customer to the right places!

•

Book Now: where customers can make a booking

•

Noticing
• Some broken links
• Some directs to links with
▪
▪

•

no inventory loaded
call to action (book now) is not available or clear

Think smart. Update your text to ensure your target customers can easily find your accommodation as their
match
• pet friendly
• family friendly accommodation with outdoor playground
• farm accommodation serving seasonal produce and local artisan foods
• golfers welcome
• anglers welcome
• bilingual Irish and English-speaking team/accommodation provider

‘Keep Discovering’ Domestic
Marketing Campaign
Industry Webinar
Date: Friday 21st May
Time: 11:00 – 11:45
Intro: Paul Keeley
Presentation followed by Q&A: Niall Tracey
Overview of Content:
1. ‘Keep Discovering’ Creative and Timing Plans
2. Domestic Sales Opportunities
3. Keep Discovering toolkit and assets
4. Marketing and sales supports

Update your content on all sales
channels
Create a positive impression
Enable the customer to find your
accommodation as their best
match

Update your content on all sales channels

Your website

Verify that all
offline and online
content for your
accommodation
is up to date and
in order.

Updating text
and imagery so
that your target
customers can
find their match.

Database
Management &
Regular Customers

GDPR-compliant data gathering
All Domestic Customers
County Location

Repeat Customers | consciously opting in
County

Contact
Information
Via offline AND
online bookings
Customer
segment data?
Creating a
complete picture
for future planning

Marketing
Data?

Creating a
family-club
Creating a
community

Winning low and shoulder
season business
Think October-December 2021
January- February 2022
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Tips for winning low
and shoulder
business 2021/2022

Tips for winning low and shoulder season business 2021-2022

1.

2.

Know that you are
responsible for creating a
compelling narrative

Through your offline and
online narrative and
communications,
you inspire the customer
to come and stay

3.

4.

The importance of
looking ahead to build
revenue

Using data to generate
low and shoulder season
opportunities

1. Create the
narrative
Inspiration

businesses creating a narrative
that drives year-round business
including during low and
shoulder season

1. Create the
narrative
Inspiration

businesses creating a narrative
that drives year-round business
including during low and
shoulder season

2. Online and offline

Drip-feed positive communications; inspiring people to visit and engage

https://www.glampingunderthestars.ie/
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/co-laois-glampingsite-reopens-so-locals-can-holiday-at-home-1.4330644

2. Online and offline
Drip-feed positive
communications; inspiring
people to visit and engage

https://www.instagram.com/glampin
gunderstars/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/GlampingU
ndertheStarsLaois/

2. Online and offline
Drip-feed positive
communications; inspiring
people to visit and engage

https://www.facebook.com/Duncannon
holidaypark/

2. Online and offline

Drip-feed positive communications; inspiring people to visit and engage

https://www.rowantreehostel.ie/
https://www.instagram.com/rowantreehostel/

3. Winning business for the future is ALL about planning and
looking ahead
Min 4 quarters out, 3 quarters out, 2 quarters out

Working in the now. Thinking ahead.
Forward planning to maximise revenue generation
Within the quarter, upcoming 3 months, 2 months, 1
month

Within the upcoming month, weeks, days

For example: provide summer stay customers special
offers they can keep for themselves or extend to their
friends/family to use during the shoulder season.
Include a summary of things to do/see at this time.

4. Using data to win low-shoulder season opportunities

Taking care of
your familyclub

Reaching out
with
inspirational
reasons to
engage

Extending
special offers

Planning
communications
with enough time
to build
momentum and
win bookings
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The ‘Ask’ post this
session

The ‘Ask’ post this session
Be proactive | be solution driven

11. a. Review your accommodation business as it currently stands

• what advantages does the accommodation offer | identify minimum 5

b. Review your accommodation facilities | clearly identifying which customers are a match
c. Note minimum 5 selling points about your location
d. Note amenities close to your accommodation | clearly identifying which ones are
match for your target customers

The ‘Ask’ post this session
2

a. Be clear on the target customers that are a match for your accommodation (e.g.)
• families
• adults + 45
• young adults
b. Be clear on the specific interests and needs of these target customers that your accommodation can address.
Example
• walkers
• pet owners
• golfers
• anglers
• adventure seekers

3
4

Informed by the above work, think through the communications for your accommodation
• assess existing imagery and text | define what needs to be edited

Update communications and content accordingly on all sales channels including
• own website | other sales channels

The ‘Ask’ post this session
5

6

7

Prioritise your Discover Ireland listing.

Think smart. Update your text to ensure your target customers can easily find your
accommodation as their match
• pet friendly
• family friendly accommodation with outdoor playground
• farm accommodation provider serving seasonal produce and local artisan foods
• golfers welcome
• anglers welcome
• bilingual Irish and English-speaking team/accommodation provider

Reassure customers | make sure your Covid-19 Safety Charter / communications are
displayed offline and online
Reach out and create referral opportunities in the local market-place | minimum 5

The ‘Ask’ post this session
8

Reach out and create partnership opportunities in the local market-place:
minimum 5

9

Identify 5 best-match lead opportunities. Be proactive about winning business:
minimum 5

10

Put a system in place to gather GDPR compliant data
•

11

know your regular customers | treat them with care | your family/club

Please plan your strategy for building low-medium season opportunities as early
as possible
• to maximise 2021-2022 booking opportunities
• including ways to communicate off-season offers and reasons to travel via summer
customers

DRIVING DOMESTIC SALES FOR
SMALL ACCOMMODATION PROVIDERS

Q&A

DRIVING DOMESTIC SALES FOR
SMALL ACCOMMODATION PROVIDERS

For more details visit:
covid19.failteireland.ie

2.1

Latest Insights into the Domestic Customer &
Target Markets for 2021
•
•

Summary insights for your reference
For more details, please view: https://covid19.failteireland.ie/business-supports/sales-andmarketing/webinar-consumer-insights-to-drive-domestic-demand-and-spend

What does the data tell us?

INSIGHTS | what does the data tell us?
HUGE
opportunity to build on the positives experienced by
domestic customers 2020

HUGE
opportunity to maximise bookings via (repeat) short
break market

HUGE
opportunity to speak to the needs of the target customer
segment: MATCH for their needs

What are customers
looking for?

To relax and take the stress off

Speaking to what is within the accommodation
provider’s capability
Importance of staff, a welcoming smile
cannot be under-estimated.

FUN! - “we want belly laughs”

HUMAN CONNECTION - Local people

Desire to be CARED FOR/ Pampered & have needs
addressed

“THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE
A VERY BIG DIFFERENCE!
YOU DON’T NECESSARILY
REMEMBER ALL THE DETAIL,
BUT YOU REMEMBER THE
EMOTION!”
- Fáilte Ireland

To know they are in a SAFE environment

NB

Want to be INSPIRED!
Need to be informed of experiences

NB

Desire for VALUE. Not being ripped off!

Target Customers
Domestic Market

Key Customers

Family

Adult Couples

Pre-family

Young Adults

+45

Family – short breaks
▪

New appreciation of the simple, basic things to enjoy in
nature. Reconnecting and spending quality time together –
making memories (nostalgia) a key motivation.

▪

Want to feel carefree and having fun - happy, relaxed
children lead to happy families.

▪

A short break as a family clears your head and enables a reset “ready to go again” / valuing the break from routine.

▪

“Genuine” WOM is really important in creating awareness
and social media also. There is a need for good information.

▪

Easy packages and activities are needed, Value for money is
key, solutions for cooking/food - much appreciated!

Family

Needs &
Motivations

Adult Couples
▪

Their primary staycation drivers are to
escape, to enjoy great food and drink and
to relax.

▪

Value for money is key, as is safety.

▪

One in five would be motivated by a place
they always wanted to visit.

Needs &
Motivations

-

Unconstrained adult
couples

OVER 45 years
▪

Most likely to observe social distancing protocols.

▪

More likely to intend to travel in Autumn.

▪

Over index for midweek breaks.

▪

They are looking for safety, dining options, ease of travelling
to destination and accommodation choices.

▪

Their drivers are safety, cost and value.

▪

They will engage in a large variety of experiences, although
outdoor activities are most important: walking/hiking
(59%), visit gardens (43%), visit a nature reserve/national
park (41%) and visit a historic house/castle (36%).

+45

Needs &
Motivations

Pre-Family
▪

Above average intent to take a short break in the next 6
months.

▪

These are more likely to be over weekends rather than
midweek breaks.

▪

They want to escape and have great experiences.

▪

Their drivers are cost, the type of attractions available,
value for money and safety.

▪

Outdoor activities are a focus: walking/hiking (67%), visit a
nature reserve/national park (55%), visit a historic
house/castle (35%), visit gardens (34%) and swimming (in
a pool/lake/sea) (33%).

PreFamily

Needs &
Motivations

Young Adults
▪

Their mood is determined by the immediate context, here
and now is the new benchmark.

▪

Breaks are a welcome distraction that provide HOPE!

▪

Intend taking domestic short breaks in the early summer.
They seem less interested in short breaks during
September.

▪

Special offers and deals of interest.

▪

Outdoor activities are a focus: walking/hiking (67%), visit a
nature reserve/national park (28%), visit a historic
house/castle (31%), visit gardens (27%) and swimming (in
a pool/lake/sea) (39%).

Young Adults

Needs &
Motivations

